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Abstract: Concept drift is a major problem that the chemical sensor community is facing in their research and development. This arises when the predictive characteristic feature of the target variable in the sensor setup, changes due to some chemical or physical interaction of the environment elements with the surface of the sensor and other factors such as aging and poisoning of the surface. This is not a new problem but is having a wide scope of further developments. Recent research suggests an upcoming solution for this drift compensation as ensemble of classifiers with uniform weightage to all the participating classifiers or some non-uniform weightage according to performance of individual classifier. There arise some ill posed problems with this ensemble of classifiers. This paper introduces a new machine learning approach to solve this problem through regularized weighted ensemble of classifiers for overcoming the time dependent drift occurrence. The weights are chosen by regularized majority voting which are then associated with the individual classifiers to form the ensembles. This regularized drift compensation algorithm is applied to solve the gas discrimination problem for classification of 6 different volatile organic compounds over time series data set consisting of data recorded using an array of 16 metal oxides sensors for 3 years. Our experiment tries various different regularization approaches and finds best improvement in case of double regularization of Single Value Decomposition and L2 regularization. Results clearly indicate improved classification accuracy in presence of drift and better results than recent reporting. To the best of our knowledge, such a machine learning approach has not yet been applied for drift correction in sensor community.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Concept refers to the whole distribution of the problem in a certain point of time. Concept drift represents a change in the distribution of the problem, possibly being a feature change (change only in unconditional probability distribution function) or conditional change (change only in posterior probabilities) or a dual change (change in both the unconditional probability distribution function and posterior probabilities) [1]. In general terms, one can say that concept drift is the difference in the reading taken from the sensor to what the actual reading should be. This is a problem of increasing importance in machine learning because the data sets under analysis are no more only the static data set but also the data streams in which the concept and distribution may vary due to various internal or external factors. Presently this is seriously affecting the electronic nose (EN) or the odour sensing research community. EN refers to a device of reproducing human sense of smell based on sensor arrays of smell and pattern recognition methods [2]. They widely uses chemical gas sensors which shows drift in time series computations and starts to give improper readings containing certain amounts of drift. There are several commercial applications of EN emerging such as food industry [3], environment monitor and control [4], public safety [5], fire detection [5], space applications [6], etc. In the human olfactory system the main components are mucus membrane (which dissolves the molecule of the breath in air) epithelium (recepting layer of human nose which produces electrical signals on each chemical reaction), bulb (receives the electrical signal sent by the epithelium after reception), cortex (receiving end of the brain and further it redirects the signals to other regions of brain accordingly) and higher brain (which finally recognizes the odour). In the EN the corresponding function units are odour molecule delivery system, sensor array, data processing system and data recording system. The sensor array is hence directly exposed to the environment and the analyte due to which there occurs concept drift in data processing phase. Few sensors that are applied to EN are conducting polymer [7], quartz crystal microbalance [8], surface acoustic wave sensor [7] and semiconductor metal oxide gas sensors [8]. All these sensors experience concept drift through some or the other factors.

Concept drift is usually an outcome of non-stationary learning problems over time since the data distribution differs with time [9]. The categorization of concept drift is shown in Fig 1. Such algorithms may be active or passive. Active algorithms are trigger based algorithms which sets a flag as soon as the change in the model is required. However the passive algorithms are evolving one. They assume the presence of drift according to the general
associated facts. The passive concept drift is the one, which we can compensate through any machine learning technique specially the ensemble of classifiers where the adaptivity is achieved by assigning weights to individual models output at each instance of time [10]. The passive concept drift in isolation can be a sudden (abrupt) or gradual drift. Sudden drift in the reading arises due to certain failure in apparatus or the power damage cases. Gradual drift can be first order drift or second order drift. First order drift or the real drift arise due to the chemical or physical interaction that continuously goes on between the analyte present in the environment and the exposed sensor surface. This results in aging i.e. reorganization of the sensor composition over time and poisoning i.e. irreversible binding due to chemical contamination. Second order drift arise due to external and uncontrollable environmental conditions such as humidity, thermal fluctuations, delivery systems, noise, and memory affect etc. On the other side passive concept drift in sequences can be discriminated on the basis of predictability (predictable or non-predictable), frequency (periodic or non-periodic), recurrence (cyclic recurrent, unordered recurrent or non-recurrent). In the case of EN or the chemical gas sensor, there occurs passive gradual drift in isolation both real and second order may be individually or in combination. When in sequence, chemical sensor drift is periodic (the time of start of deterioration is predictable), non-recurrent (once drift has occurred, the sensor cannot go back to the previous concept since the change in chemical composition of the sensor occurs) and predictable (the sensitivity and reaction rate of the sensor material with analyte in contact is known beforehand).

In this paper we deal with compensation of concept drift that arise in EN, using regularized weighted ensemble of classifiers. This is a supervised machine learning approach that is used for time series predictions. Here the weights are learned by regularized majority voting technique. These weights are associated with the individual models which are then ensemble to provide a group opinion in any classification. The obtained classification accuracy by this approach is giving better results than a recent reporting in this field [11]. To the best of our knowledge, such technique which deals with the problem of overfitting of the classifiers and their ensembles in the supervised machine learning has yet not been applied to the sensor’s drift correction. This technique reduces overfitting by reducing the curvature of each depression in the fitted curve and hence promote generalization which is an essential factor in classification. In the stretch of this paper, we describe the data set, the feature extraction, basic ensemble learning, regularization and other essential concepts. Further we describe the regularized drift compensation algorithm and framework followed by detailed description of our experimental findings. Experiments are all done on the dataset that records the readings through metal oxide gas sensors. Finally we present the concluding comments drawn from the results.

![Fig. 1. Hierarchy categorization of concept drift](image)

### II. BACKGROUND

#### A. General Approach

The problem of detecting concept drift is not a new one but is a challenging domain for finding improved solutions to for it. Existing techniques to detect concept drift is classified as follows (Fig 2). Baseline manipulation is a data pre-processing method which includes differential, relative or fractional transformation of individual signals based on the initial value of transient response. But this method can work only in some special cases of drift detection. Frequency Domain Filtering methods focus on removing those components of signals which are producing drift. Discrete wavelet transform is a powerful tool of filtering without creating distortion in the original data. Under Periodic Calibration category, Multiplicative drift correction method is improved approach of univariate calibration, in which the temporal variation of the system with the multiplicative drift correction factor is taken as calibration measure. Next on the same line, the component correction is a multivariate drift correction approach. It includes two correction methods i.e. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and Partial Least Square (PLS) method. Component Deflation is another multivariate drift correction method which correspond drift to the variance produced in analysis. However Component correction methods suffer limitations in handling non linearity under their respective restrictions. Further the Attuning methods perform component correction without resorting to the use of calibration samples, but trying to deduce drift components directly from the training data. For dealing with sensor drift we can also take into account the disturbances derived from the measuring environment. In methods like PCA, the computed principal components are mutually uncorrelated. But non correlation does not guarantee statistical independence. Hence Independent Component Analysis (ICA) was introduced as a technique to separate data matrix into series of components each independent of the others. In this case independence implies that the information carried by each component cannot be inferred from the others. Orthogonal Signal Correction (OSC) is another attuning method based on a signal processing technique. Although attuning methods proved to be most promising in this stream but in case of chemicals the choice of celebrants is application specific [12]. This leads to loss of generalization and
Moving a step further, this paper discusses a new approach which solves the mentioned problem by regularizing the weights in weighted ensemble of classifiers in supervised learning models over time series data set. Hence the overfitting that arise in the weighted ensemble of classifiers models, is dealt with and generalization is promoted. Learning of weights is done by regularized majority voting. Overfitting arises when the generalization is decreased. The effect of overfitting can be handled either by reducing the number of features under consideration or by regularization. Reducing number of features is not a good option as far as accuracy of performance is considered. Hence regularization is applied which handles this issue by keeping all the features but reducing value of each feature parameter accordingly. Here the weights assigned to a particular classifier in the ensemble classification, acts as feature which is required to be regularized. By the term time series data set, what meant is that the data is collected over a large time and is batched in small time intervals so that the chances of concept drift is higher in later batches than in earlier batches. Individual classifiers in the ensemble learning are the model of classifiers that evaluate their own opinion about the class of a particular vector. These opinions are ensemble to give the final decision. There are many possible classifiers which can take part in the ensemble decision such as decision tree classifier, k nearest neighbour classifier, bayes classifier, frequent pattern classifier, rule based classifier, support vector machine (SVM) classifier etc. Out of all these SVM is highly accurate and lies exceptional in its ability to model complex non-linear decision boundaries by mapping non-linear data to higher dimensions. Hence it can classify both the linear as well as non-linear data. Because of the support vectors, the feature vector lying on the decision boundary, the classification is much more compact than the other methods. The chances of overfitting lies least in SVM hence handling overfitting and improving generalization are most promising in this particular technique of classification. This is also the best for the time series predictions and online learning. Hence the proposed work in this paper uses the SVM model as individual classifier model which is weighted ensemble to deduce a common decision.

**B. Dataset**

Gas sensor array drift at different concentration dataset [11,13] is used for the whole experiment and analysis. It’s a multivariate time series dataset which contains no missing values. This archive contains 13910 measurements from 16 chemical sensors exposed to 6 different gases at various concentration levels. The dataset was gathered during the period of January 2008 to February 2011 (36 months) in a gas delivery platform facility situated at the Chemo Signals Laboratory in the BioCircuits Institute, University of California San Diego. The measurement system platform provides versatility for obtaining the desired concentrations of the chemical substances of interest with high accuracy and in a highly reproducible manner, minimizing thereby the common mistakes caused by human intervention and making it possible to exclusively concentrate on the chemical sensors[11] The resulting dataset comprises recordings from six distinct pure gaseous substances, namely Ammonia, Acetaldehyde, Acetone, Ethylene, Ethanol, and Toluene, dosed at a wide variety of concentration levels in the intervals (50,1000), (5,500), (12,1000), (10,300), (10,600), and (10,100) ppmv, respectively. The responses of the said sensors are read in the form of the resistance across the active layer of each sensor; hence, each measurement produced a 16-channel time series, each represented by an aggregate of features reflecting the dynamic processes occurring at the sensor surface in reaction to the chemical substance being evaluated. In particular, two distinct types of features were considered in the creation of this dataset: (i) the steady-state feature , And (ii), an aggregate of features reflecting the sensor dynamics of the increasing/decaying transient portion of the sensor response during the entire measurement. Each feature vector contains the 8 features extracted from each particular sensor, resulting in a 128-dimensional feature vector (8 features x 16 sensors). Our goal is to
discriminate the six different analytes regardless of their concentration. For processing purposes, the dataset is organized into ten batches, each containing the number of measurements per class and month indicated in the tables below. This reorganization of data was done to ensure having a sufficient and as uniformly distributed as possible number of experiments in each batch.

### TABLE I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Batch ID</th>
<th>Month ID</th>
<th>Ethanol</th>
<th>Ethylene</th>
<th>Ammonia</th>
<th>Acetaldehyde</th>
<th>Acetone</th>
<th>Toluene</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Batch 1</td>
<td>1,2</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batch 2</td>
<td>3,4,8, 9,10</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>532</td>
<td>334</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batch 3</td>
<td>11,12, 13</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>490</td>
<td>365</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batch 4</td>
<td>14,15</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batch 5</td>
<td>16, 20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batch 6</td>
<td>17,18, 19,20</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>606</td>
<td>574</td>
<td>514</td>
<td>467</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batch 7</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>744</td>
<td>630</td>
<td>662</td>
<td>649</td>
<td>568</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batch 8</td>
<td>22,23</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batch 9</td>
<td>24,30</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batch 10</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### C. Feature Extraction

The gas sensor array drift data set used in whole of the experiments discussed in this paper use metal oxide gas sensors. They respond slow but best in controlled environment conditions i.e. constant air flow and fixed operating temperature. The identification of the analyte is done by observing the smooth change in conductance/resistance across sensing layer due to adsorption/desorption reaction of chemical analyte at the micro porous surface of the sensor [11]. Hence throughout the process, the static factors in determining speed and amount of reactions are analyte identity, sensor surface type and surface temperature and the only factors which actually determine identification is analyte concentration [14]. Feature extraction is defined as transformation mapping of sensor response to a lower dimension space such that the relevant information from the sensor signal is not lost. Two types of features are considered in tabulating the dataset. First is the adsorption, desorption and steady state responses of sensor elements. Second is the normalized value of difference of maximal resistance change and the baseline (equation 1). 

$$\| \Delta R \| = (\max_k r[k] - \min_k r[k]) / \min_k r[k]$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Where  \(r[k]\) is the sensor resistance, \(k\) is discrete time indexing the recording interval \([0,T]\) when chemical vapour is present in the gas chamber. The aggregate of features reflecting rising/descending sensor response is evaluated by exponential moving average \(y[k]\) (equation 2) for respective rising/descending evaluation.

\[ y[k] = (1-\alpha) y[k-1] + \alpha r[k] - r[k-1] \] \hspace{1cm} (2)

for \(y=1,2,3..\) \(T\) where \(y[0]=0\) is the initial condition, \(\alpha={0,1}\) is the smoothing parameter. Three variations of \(\alpha\) are used i.e. 0.1, 0.01 and 0.001 for determining three values in rising observation and three values for the decaying observation. This paper also uses the same feature extraction technique on data set as above in all the reported experimental findings.

### D. Ensemble Learning

The group of people can often make better decisions than individuals especially when group members come in with their own biases [15]. In the process of making a machine learn something in presence of a supervisor, we train them on several feature inputs providing them with corresponding label. Later we consider the learning good if the classification accuracy of the machine in generating the output as label, taking a new feature vector as input, is appreciable. In this we have a single decision maker and it is the single learned entity. Ensemble Learning is the process of training multiple learning machines and combines their outputs, treating them as a “committee” of decision makers. The principle is that the committee decision, with individual predictions combined appropriately, should have better overall accuracy, on average, than any individual committee member [16]. Numerous empirical and theoretical studies have demonstrated that ensemble models very often attain higher accuracy than single models. This ensemble model is also known as the Multi Classifier Systems. In the ensemble learning, the individual classifiers are aggregated together through any of the voting techniques such as majority voting, behaviour knowledge based aggregation, borda count aggregation, dynamic classifier selection etc. [17]. Out of these, majority voting has a wide successful use in time series experimentations. The three versions of majority voting are unanimous voting in which chosen class label is the one for which all classifiers agree (most difficult to achieve), simple voting in which chosen class label must be predicted by at least one more than half the number of classifiers and plurality voting in which the chosen class label must have received the highest number of votes (may or may not exceeds 50%). Plurality voting is the most optimal form of majority voting. Mathematically, if \(f_k(k=1,2,....K)\) be a decision function of the \(k^{th}\) classifier in the ensemble of \(K\) number of classifiers and \(C_j (j=1,2,....C)\) denote a label of the \(j^{th}\) class. Then equation 3 represents the number of classifiers whose decisions are known to the \(j^{th}\) class. The final decision of the ensemble of classifiers \(f_m(x)\) for a given test vector \(x\) due to the majority voting is determined by equation 4[18].

$$N_j = \# \{k \mid f_k(x) = C_j\}$$ \hspace{1cm} (3)

$$f_m(x) = \text{argmax}_j N_j$$ \hspace{1cm} (4)
In the proposed statement of this paper the weighted majority voting is achieved with the fact that if certain experts are more qualified than others, weighting their decisions more heavily may further improve the overall performance than that can be obtained by the plurality voting.

E. Regularization

The concept of regularization was introduced in 1990’s. The goal of learning is prediction. The supervised learning has a strong perspective of statistical learning theory. After learning a function for classification on the basis of training data, the function is validated on test data, data that did not appear in training set. To know how predictive the learned function is, classification function uses percentage of input that was correctly classified at the time of training. This is known as loss function. Hence statistical theory states that learning is generalization/inference problem from usually small sets of high dimensional, noisy data. But in this theory, the probabilities of acceptable predictivity are unknown. Also the constraints needed to achieve generalization are not defined. In supervised machine learning problems, the demand is not to find a function that most closely fits the data but to find one that will most accurately predict output from future input. Hence generalization of function has to be improved. Also this can be said as the overfitting of function has to be decreased. In fig 3 the blue curve is a 2 degree curve, red curve is a 4 degree curve and the green curve is the 8 degree curve which is the maximum out of the three. The green curve fits the data points the most, but the test accuracy decreases. However the blue curve shows minimum training accuracy but chances of betterment in test accuracy is the maximum in this case. Green curve shows the overfitting. Hence over fitting occurs when generalization is decreased. To prevent this overfitting, either number of features under consideration is reduced or secondly all the features are kept but value of each feature parameter is reduced. This second solution is known as Regularization of the loss function. This provides problem stability. Hence regularization can be accomplished by restricting the hypothesis space to a linear function or a polynomial of a particular degree according to the scenarios. In general, regularization deals with inverse problems (determination of the forces from the knowledge of trajectories) converting then to direct problems (computation of the trajectories of bodies from the knowledge of forces) by model selection, complexity control or by incorporating prior knowledge to the solution. Direct problems satisfy uniqueness, existence and stability and are termed as well posed problems whereas inverse problems are termed as ill posed problems. In terms of vector space, Banach space is a complete vector space endowed with method of calculating size of the vector (norm operation). A Hilbert space ‘H’ is a banach space further endowed with a dot product operation. Reproducing kernel hilbert space (RKHS) are built on ‘H’ and requires that all Dirac evaluation function in ‘H’ are bounded and continuous. If ‘x’ is some real vector and ‘f’ is a function from this vector space to RKHS, then dirac function in one that maps ‘f’ to the value ‘f’ has at ‘x’ [19]. Regularizing solutions are derived by differential linear operator (applied either in spatial domain or fourier domain) and its green function. Given a positive integral operator ‘T’, its inverse operator ‘D’ corresponds to inner product of RKHS, then the kernel function associated with ‘D’ is known as its Green’s function. Hence smoothness to the function is provided by putting the function in RKHS. A regularization parameter ‘λ’ associated with the regularization term of optimization function controls the trade-off between stability and accuracy.

In case of the ensemble learning, to increase the test classification accuracy, if overfitting of the model function has to be checked, the regularization can be applied to the optimization of the loss function. This reduces the degree of the best fit polynomial so that the training classification accuracy is reduced but the test classification accuracy is improved. On the other side, if the degree of the best fit function is kept constant, overfitting can also be checked by regularization of the weightage associated to each individual classifiers participating in the ensemble learning. This reduces the curvature of each depression in the curve without reducing the degree of whole curve. Hence the loss function is modified to provide the curve fitting over the input feature vectors. Another statistical technique is bootstrap resampling in which we draw out from the dataset DS, a new set dataset DS’ by random sampling with replacement. Applying several such DS’ to ensemble of classifier gives a technique known as Bagging. For a large DS, the number of individual samples that are not present in any of the bootstrapped dataset is large. The probability that first training sample is not selected once is (1- 1/N) and not selected at all is (1-1/N)^N [15]. Since N -> ∞, 1/e = 0.36. Hence only about 63% of original training samples are represented in any bootstrapped set. Since bagging reduces variance, it provides an alternative approach to regularization [15] because even if each classifier is individually overfit, they are likely to be overfit to different things.

III. PROPOSED WORK

In our work, regularized ensemble of classifier has been used to cope with sensor drift. Considering a classification problem we have set of features x as inputs and class label y as output. At every time step we have a batch of data of size mt containing (feature vector, label) pairs i.e. S_t={(x_1,y_1), (x_2,y_2),.... (x_m,y_m)} [11]. For training and optimization of our problem, we have used a popular library libSVM [20,21]. At any time step, for current batch data we first create classifiers for all the previous batches of data. Then we perform weighted ensemble of all those classifiers using regularized majority voting technique. This regularizes the sum of weightage given to each individual classifiers participating in the ensemble learning. Fig 4 describes this whole framework.

For SVM, the loss function optimized is the hinge loss L(f(x),y)=max(0,1-y.f(x)). The regularization factors that
generates the best accuracy in our case, is double regularization with combination of singular value decomposition (SVD) of weight matrix with regularization parameter $\lambda_1$ and square of norm 2 of weight matrix with regularization parameter $\lambda_2$. Other regularization factors are L1, L2 and tikhonov regularization. The objective function is:

$$\text{argmin}_{\beta_1,\ldots,\beta_n} \sum_{i=1}^{m} \sum_{j=1}^{l_i} \max(0,1-\beta_i y_i f(x_i))$$

(5)

Here $\beta_i$ is achieved through regularized majority voting for the double regularization with combination of SVD and norm 2 regularization (equation 6), L1 (equation 7), L2 (equation 8) and tikhonov regularization (equation 9) as follows:

$$h_{t+1}(x) = \argmax_{y \in \{1, \ldots, L\}} \sum t: f_t(x) = y \beta_i + \lambda_1 \cdot \text{SVD}(\beta) + \lambda_2 \cdot (||\beta||_2)$$

(6)

$$h_{t+1}(x) = \argmax_{y \in \{1, \ldots, L\}} \sum t: f_t(x) = y \beta_i + \lambda_1 \cdot (||\beta||_1)$$

(7)

$$h_{t+1}(x) = \argmax_{y \in \{1, \ldots, L\}} \sum t: f_t(x) = y \beta_i + \lambda_1 \cdot (||\beta||_2)$$

(8)

$$h_{t+1}(x) = \argmax_{y \in \{1, \ldots, L\}} \sum t: f_t(x) = y \beta_i + (\lambda_1)^2 \cdot (||\beta||_2)^2$$

(9)

The $\lambda$ in the regularization controls trade-off between stability and accuracy. There are many regularization techniques in existence and this is also a topic under further research. L1 Regularization is norm 1 regularization factor which penalizes all the factors equally. It can be viewed as the selection of only the relevant factors. Defined as $\lambda_1 ||\beta||_1$, this regularizer has best usage in signal processing, compressed sensing, wavelet thresholding, geophysics problem, decoding linear codes etc. However, this regularizer is slow for large scale problems. L2 Regularization defined as $\lambda_2 ||\beta||_2$ restricts large value components and can use iterative methods such as conjugate gradient method for its computation. It adds less complexity to the desired output in comparison to L1 norm regularization. L2 attempts to minimize curvature at all the points in the curve by applying penalty that scales square of curvature whereas L1 penalty is linear which tends to produce many points with zero curvature. Tikhonov regularizer is a special case of L2 Regularization represented by term $\lambda_1 \cdot (||\beta||_1)^2$. Double regularization is the addition of two regularization factors to objective function. SVD is a factorization of a real or complex matrix, with many useful applications in signal processing and statistics. The minimum singular value of a matrix not only specifies the rank of the matrix, it also gives a measure of distance of the matrix from the set of matrices having a rank less than its rank. This distance is used as a measure to compare the ability of inputs to control a mode. This SVD in combination with norm 2 regularization is represented as $\lambda_1 \cdot \text{SVD}(\beta) + \lambda_2 \cdot (||\beta||_2)$. Regularization path varies with the experimental conditions.

### IV. Experimental Results

Kernel methods are a class of algorithm for pattern analysis used when it is hard to classify data in the lower dimensions. The boundary line between two sets of data points becomes increasingly complex as the number of classes and data points are increased. Hence transformation of data to higher dimensions is required so that simple hyperplanes could be constructed. Transforming data into higher dimensions can be done only for those algorithms which use dot products of vectors in the higher dimension to come up with the boundary. SVM is one such classifier. The choice of a kernel function depends on the model to plot. A polynomial kernel allows to model feature conjunctions up to the order of the polynomial. Radial basis functions (RBF) allows circular boundaries (or hyper spheres in higher dimensions). Linear kernel allows putting linear boundaries (or hyper planes in higher dimensions). Multiclass classification is best achieved through RBF. If $y$ is the kernel bandwidth parameter and $(x_i, x_j)$ is vector to be transformed to higher dimensions, equations 10 shows RBF kernel equation.

$$K(x_i, x_j) = \exp(-y' ||x_i - x_j||^2), \ y' > 0$$

(10)

Fig. 3. Fitting of classifiers onto an example set of points

Fig. 4. Framework of proposed work

### A. Algorithm

1. for each batch N data
2. load $S_t = \{(data_1, label_1), \ldots, (data_{N-1}, label_{N-1})\}$
3. Train a SVM classifier on $S_t$
4. end for
5. Estimate the weights $\{\beta_1, \ldots, \beta_{N-1}\}$ through regularized majority voting technique
6. Evaluate ensemble of classifier model
7. Receive $S_{test} = \{(data, label)\}$
8. Report classification accuracy on $S_{test}$
classifier trained on v-1 subsets. Hence each instance is predicted once and so the cross validation accuracy is the percentage of data which are correctly classified. The kernel parameters (C, γ) are estimated using cross-validation. Various combination of (C, γ) are tried and one with best cross validation accuracy is picked. In the experiments of our proposed work, time series multi class SVMs with RBF kernel is trained using libSVM library [20,21]. The features in the training and test datasets were scaled between -1 and +1. The kernel bandwidth parameter γ and SVM C parameter were chosen using 10 fold cross validation by performing grid search in the range [2^{-10}, 2^{9}, \ldots, 2^{5}] and [2^1, 2^2, \ldots, 2^{10}], respectively. For regularization parameter, the condition 0 < λ₁ < 0.5, 0 < λ₂ < 0.5 is followed in choosing values of λ₁ and λ₂. The chemical gas sensors drifts and this drift causes degradation in performance of the classifier ensembles. Our goal is to cope with the sensor drift and give maximum possible classification accuracy even in the presence of drift. For the analysis, we are considering following setting.

Setting 1: Simple ensemble of classifier
Setting 2: Weighted ensemble of classifier
Setting 3: Bagging ensemble of classifier
Setting 4: Regularized weighted ensemble of classifier
  Setting 4.1: Double regularization (SVD + L2)
  Setting 4.2: L1 regularization
  Setting 4.3: L2 regularization
  Setting 4.4: Tikhonov regularization

Setting 1, 2, 3 does not take into account any regularization technique. Setting 1 is assumes equal weightage to the individual classifiers in the ensemble. Setting 2 evaluates the weight associated with each individual classifier by majority voting. Setting 4 is same as setting 2 but weights are evaluated using regularized majority voting. Setting 3 describes regularization through bagging technique. Setting 4 has four subcases in which different regularizers are used in regularized majority voting for learning the weights to associate with each classifier. This provides smoothness to curve so that prediction accuracy could be improved. Double regularization (SVD + L2) i.e. Setting 4.1 reports best average classification accuracy than all other setting of experiment. Fig 5 shows the comparative experiment results of L1, L2, tikhonov, bagged and double regularization(SVD+L2) respectively.

The setting 4.1 results are better than the most recent reporting [11] for the same goal i.e. compensation of drift arising in the chemical gas sensor setup. Also according to another reporting [15] bagging ensemble of classifier is also an approach of regularization of objective function. Setting 4.1 result are even better than this bagging ensemble of classifier approach. Fig 6 shows the comparison between our best result (setting 4) and the corresponding recent reported result. Fig 8 reports the total execution time in ensemble learning for each batch, training all the previous batches. The execution time of batch 7 and batch 10 are very high because the testing set of these 2 batches is relatively much higher than other batches and this test batch is used twice in the algorithm, once in majority voting and once in finding prediction accuracy at the time of fusion.

Analysis of the regularizers applied in setting 4 can be done on the basis of worst case time complexity. In L1 regularization, there are total of (t-1) sum operations computed at run of algorithm. Time Complexity O(t) is reported. In L2 regularization, there are total of (t-1) sum operations, t operations to square all the elements, and 1 square root operation is computed. Time complexity O(3t) is reported. One degree regularization parameter is applied. In the tikhonov regularization, time complexity O(t^3) is same as L2 regularization but here 2 degree regularization parameter is applied. In double regularization (SVD+L2), there are two expressions involved. O(t^5) for SVD computation summed with O(3t) for norm 2 computation. Hence time complexity O(t^5) is reported.
classification. Hence L2 regularization achieves higher order smoothness for curve estimation. Next, since the bagging model shows the inclusion of only about 63% of the original training samples in any bootstrapped set (as discussed in section 2.5), the regularization provided by this technique is not as smooth as the double regularization.

![Image](image-url)  
**Fig. 7.** Execution time in setting 4.1 i.e. double regularization of SVD+ L2

### V. CONCLUSION

A supervised machine learning approach has been discussed for compensation of the drift produced in the sensors due to physical and chemical interaction of the analyte with the exposed sensor surface. The various categories of drift that ever arise and the drift of which the sensor community feels it to be a victim, both are briefly described. We have described the approaches experimented till now to deal with this problem of drift and how are approach is better over the recent reporting. The time complexity issues and various variations possible are all well discussed. For further extension of this idea, one can suggest improved regularizers to deal with this concept drift.
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